The Family of Standards contains all standards officially endorsed as organic by the Organic Movement, based on their equivalence with the Common Objectives and Requirements of Organic Standards. Both private standards and government regulations are admissible.

**That’s Organic - Worldwide.**

**GLOBAL**
- IFOAM Standard
  - International Standard for Forest Garden Products (FGP)
  - Biocyclic-Vegan Standard

**AFRICA**
- East African Organic Products Standard
- Tunisia Organic Regulation
- FENAB Standard, Senegal
- The SAOSO Standard, South Africa
- Ecological Organic Standard for Ghana, Ghana
- Togo Organic Standard, Togo

**ASIA**
- Asian Regional Organic Standard
- ASEAN Standard for Organic Agriculture
- Saudi Arabia Organic Regulation
- China Organic Regulation
- India Organic Regulation
- Israel Organic Regulation

**OCEANIA**
- National Standard for Organic and Bio-Dynamic Produce, Australia
- New Zealand Organic Export Regulation
- Pacific Organic Standard, Pacific Community

**EUROPE**
- EU Organic Regulation
- Switzerland Organic Regulation
- Turkey Organic Regulation
- Bio Suisse Standards, Switzerland
- Nature & Progrès Standards, France
- The EcoWellness Standard, Germany

**THE AMERICAS**
- Argentina Organic Regulation
- Canada Organic Regulation
- Costa Rica Organic Regulation
- Ecuador Organic Regulation

**USA**
- USA Organic Regulation
- Argencert Organic Standard, Argentina
- OIA Organic Standards, Argentina
- IBD Organic Guidelines, Brazil
- CCOF International Standard, USA

Note: Applicant standards are marked in grey.


Click on each standard to see more details.
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www.ifoam.bio/ogs